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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Don't forget to include the Time Timer WASH in
Your Layered Approach

https://mailchi.mp/3b1811d99848/new-improved-time-timeroriginals-8878774?e=[UNIQID]


Is your school still determining a plan for a safe return? 

While preparing for a safe return to in-person learning, keep in mind that one
thing that has remained the same through the entire pandemic: the importance
of proper and regular handwashing. According to the WHO, scrubbing hands
for 20 seconds can increase attendance in school children.

This simple integration can be gamechanger for your layered
approach to in-person learning. 

The first Hands-Free and Visual Timer: Time Timer® WASH

As you are outfitting your facilities
and classrooms with mobile sinks,
spaced out seating, and extra
masks, don't forget to include the
touchless Time Timer WASH
handwashing timer. With the Time
Timer WASH you can ensure that
your students are washing their
hands properly and for the correct
duration, therefore increasing
attendance and adding to a layered
approach to safety.

Time Timer Products have been a proven success in classrooms for over 25
years. Its familiar dissappearing disk, paired with the WHO (World Health
Organization) recommended duration for sanitary hands, gives students of all
ages and abilities an easy-to-understand resource for ensuring their hands are
germ-free. 

The best part, once students are introduced to the timer, they quickly get it and
will often self-regulate, washing hands correctly independently.

Read how Time Timer Can Help

https://timetimer.eu/time-timer-wash-handwashing-timer/
https://timetimer.eu/time-timer-wash-handwashing-timer/
https://www.timetimer.eu/products-2/
https://timetimer.eu/case-study-using-the-time-timer-wash/


How it Works 

The Time Timer WASH times for a total of 20 seconds and breaks washing into
three simple steps: 



Apply for a Free Sample to use for Your Safe In-Person Learning
Return:  

Start implementing this solution to your layered approach right away! We are
offering a limited number of customers across the world free samples of the
Time Timer WASH. There is no obligation or commitment. Send us an email
with your contact details and once approved, we will ship your free sample, no
strings attached. Act fast before the free samples are gone!

Interested in Learning More? 
 

Let us know your primary early learning supply partners and someone from our
team will reach out to help you determine options for cost-effectively equipping
your schools with the new Time Timer WASH

Learn more about the Time Timer WASH

Apply for a Free Sample

https://timetimer.eu/time-timer-wash-handwashing-timer/
mailto:info@robo-toys.com?subject=Free%20Sample%20Time%20Timer%C2%AE%20WASH
mailto:info@robo-toys.com?subject=Requesting%20a%20Live%20Demo%20of%20the%20Time%20Timer%20WASH%20
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To unsubscribe to our newsletter please send an email to info@robo-toys.com.

Request a Live Demo of the Time Timer WASH
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